
Questions received before TOM 

Mapping 

1.  Can you please clarify the meaning of small black isolated dots? 

They do not present real size and places of small stones. There are some small 
separate stones in this area.   

2. What are mapping dimensions of three different sizes of dots used for map 
boulders? And what sizes and height of the feature they correspond? 

Smallest  0.8mm  - according to standard  
Middle  1.07mm - 0.13 mm smaller compare to standard ( 1,2mm) 
Large  1.33mm - 0.13 mm bigger compare to standard (1,2mm) 
 

3. What is the meaning of the black oval (p.12 map example)? Is it symbol 206, and if 
so, does it correspond to symbols‘ minimal dimensions? 

It symbol 206 Gigantic boulder or rock pillar– it is represented in plan shape as is 
described in map standards. It correspond to minimal dimension. 

4. Some symbols of passable rock face (202) are mapped shorter than minimal 
length of 1.1 mm. Won‘t it make readability problems for some competitors? 

Shorter 0,1 mm. It improve readability. 

5.    When using gigantic boulder symbol (206), will it always have steep edges, or 
can competitors expect lower slopes overgrown by grasses and blueberries (like in 
PRE-WTOC TempO)? 

The majority boulders have steep edges. 

6.   Are the deviations from the ISSprOM 2019-2 approved by IOF? 

No. These changes were discovered on the last moment. 

7.  May you please provide and example photo of charcoal burning ground as it is not 
common landform feature? 

No. It is totally irrelevant. You maybe find some on the competition maps, but they 
are outside of any visible distance and they should not be used for solving of any 
tasks. 

8.  Starting from what size or height rootstocks are mapped? 

It is not defined. They are really prominent and you should recognize them in terrain. 

  



9: Should we expect any human made objects that won‘t be mapped, e.g. stationary 
tennis tables? 

There are some information boards which are not mapped. Artificial objects are 
mapped according ISSproM. 

10: Size of circles.  

6mm – according to rules. 

 

Timed Control procedure 

1. Can you please clarify - will marshal repeat every letter separately, i.e. immediately 
after answer, or all letters after time is stopped? 

No, they will not repeat answer. It is change compared to information published in 
bulletin. 

2. Will marshal announce that he/she is writing ‚X‘ into answer card? 

N/A 

3: Will competitor receive a question „are you ready?“ like in PRE-WTOC TCs, and 
what are possible answers? 

No.  


